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Experiencias en el pago por generación de residuos
Decision to invest in the waste management arises
from the awareness that environmental protection
is an urgent issue

Need a transition from a "linear" to a "circular" system,
based on sustainable solutions (prevention in the
production of waste, reuse, recycling)
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Circular Economy
Circular Economy Package
4 directives (2018/849 EC, 2018/850 EC, 2018/851 and 2018/852 EC), establishes common objectives for the EU:
1) recycling of at least 55% of municipal waste by 2025 (60% by 2030 and 65% by 2035)
2) recycling of 65% of packaging waste by 2025 (70% by 2030), with different objectives by material.
Landfills: by 2035 max 10% of total municipal waste can be disposed in landfills.
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PAYT: definition
“Pay As You Throw” system: a tariff that is imposed on waste producers, on the basis of effective quantity of waste produced
rewarding the reduction of unsorted waste with incentives
At European level, the adoption of punctual tariff systems, based on the PAYT principle, is recommended as one of the tools to promote
the circular economy
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Beginning of Italian history
1993: Municipality of Plaus, province of Bolzano
In the mid-nineties: experiences in Northern Italy (Bolzano, Bergamo and Milan).
Most populous municipality appling PAYT: Parma (over 196,500 inhabitants)
Year 2018: 755 Italian municipalities apply PAYT system for urban waste. Apx 5,5 million inhabitants = apx 9.3% of Italian population;
One of the basic concept is to generate a change in user behavior using the economic component
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PAYT: How does it works
Costs: mainly determined by the collection services.
Two methods
Direct measurement: - identification of the container associated with the user;
- with a device supplied to the operator responsible for the collection;
- at the municipal collection center where the user is identified
Indirect measurement: number of bin emptyings

Flat rates: for specific services on individual request (collection of the vegetable/ bulky items)
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PAYT: kit
Delivery of equipment and information material can be:
- at home, when the person in charge visits the user for delivery;
- at fixed delivery points, when users are requested to go to specific places at certain times;
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PAYT: Main advantages
1. Greater equity and transparency
2. Public satisfaction (communication must be clear and effective).
3. More separate collection / lower disposal costs / higher income from recyclables.
4. Recovery of evasion (thanks to the mapping of users necessary to implement this system).
5. Promotion of reuse center = green jobs
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PAYT: Main potential problems
1. Investment and management costs (especially for data collection and processing systems).
2. Uncertainty about tariff revenue (in particular because it is linked to measurements).
3. Difficult to implement in some contexts
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Contarina, leading national waste operator
The group of Municipalities served by Contarina joined the “Zero Waste” strategy.
2017: average separate collection 89%
They started in 2000, they are now covering an area of 1,300 sq km, including flat, hilly and mountainous areas, rural areas, industrial and artisanal areas, as well as
large urban centers with a greater presence of condominiums and historic locations.
Home collection: unsorted waste, organic, paper, multi-material (glass, plastic and metals) and green fraction
Equipment used for door to door collection and measurement:
for domestic users, bins mainly used with tags - for non-domestic users, large containers also equipped with tags
Tariff
both domestic and non-domestic users: tariff increases in proportion to the quantity delivered and the service provided, except for the case of self-composting that
allows a benefit
Domestic users: they have a fixed fee, calculated on the basis of the number of family members PLUS a variable portion calculated on the volume of the bin and
emptyings; 30% reduction allowed for self-composting of organic
Non-domestic users: rate is composed by a component for the user surface class, a number of services provided, in which area and size of the bins
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Municipality of Bitetto, province of Bari

Bitetto, a city in the south of Italy, apx 12,000 inhabitants
2016: separate collection was 16%
2019: separate collection was 78,44%
After a period of experimentation, PAYT was introduced in 2020.
Collection: Operator has a reader to communicates with the tagged bin, records useful data about waste collected and any anomalies
Billing: based on a data processing system, incorrect behaviors and virtuous ones, produce a list with scores.
In detail: there are positive actions that earn points and others that make them lose. Therefore, in the event that the final score calculated
annually is positive, citizen will obtain a reduction.
Example if you make a mistake in separating the waste, the score is negative
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Abandonment
To combat phenomena such as the abandonment of waste:
- check users that do not deliver waste in a certain period (e.g. within 3-6 months)
- establish a surveillance service to prevent/ punish behavior of abandonment
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Pay As You Throw
PAYT is an opportunity
To redesign the entire collection service system and service data management.
To implement:
Front office management directed to the citizen
Back office management to manage updated database
Call center management (information, telephone contacts, reports of disservices, etc.)
Punctual measurement of waste for single user or multi-user facilities.
The complexity is therefore not so much for the instrument of punctual measurement itself,
but for the management of the information that this system generate
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Type of separate collection
PAP: Door to Door

Customer notice left by ecological
operators in case of mistakes

Road bins old style
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“Smart”
Road bins

Ecological island
A supervised area designed for the delivery of urban waste which, due to size or type, can’t be transferred
to standard bins for separate waste collection

Ecological island mobile and itinerant

Ecological island,
municipal collection center
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The end..

Thanks for your attention
Laura Lo Presti
E-mail: lauralop@rocketmail.com
Mobile: + 39 331 3095348
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